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We've detailed several of the reasons you should use WordPress in this ebook:

1. Easy to Use
2. Did Somebody Say Free?
3. Ownership
4. Powerful
5. Flexible with Themes & Plugins
6. Easy to Install
7. Features
8. Trust
9. Do It Yourself
10. Love Your Website
While we think this is a pretty compelling list of reasons, the best reason is to
see for yourself.
Download WordPress and find out why it's so awesome.

1. Easy to Use
First and foremost, WordPress is easy.
Your mom could do it. It’s a straightforward platform for your website that
makes everything simple.
You don’t need to know code.
You don’t need to learn a complicated program.
You don’t need to call in an expert. If you can use basic computer software
like Microsoft Word or you can handle email, then you can use WordPress.

It’s easy to post new content.
WordPress makes it easy to add new content. You can easily create new posts
or create new pages for your website. You're in control.

It’s easy to edit old content.
The WordPress Dashboard makes it easy to manage content. Quickly and
easily made edits and update content from posts or pages.

It’s easy to add or change navigation menu items.
Create your own navigation menus with WordPress' custom menu options.

It’s easy to change your site’s look and layout.
The possibilities are endless. Choose from thousands of WordPress themes
that create the look and feel of your site. Premium WordPress themes like
iThemes Builder operate more like web design software to let you build your
own page layouts.

It’s easy to add new functionality.
WordPress plugins create all sorts of possibilities to extend the functionality of
your WordPress site. Like WordPress themes, there are thousands of plugin
choices out there and premium WordPress plugins provide added assurance
of quality and support.

That’s the way it should be. Easy.
WordPress means the days of hiring a techie to make basic changes to your
site are gone. You can update your site all by yourself. You can make changes
right now. No more waiting.

2. Did Somebody Say Free?
Yes, WordPress is free. It doesn’t cost you anything to get started.
Now we know what you’re thinking—is there a catch?

When you choose to use WordPress you only pay for what you need. The
software itself is free. All you’re getting is the backend software to build and
run your site. It doesn’t come with any guarantees or customer support.
You’re on your own. If you don’t want to pay a dime, it’s pretty basic.
If you want to host your own site on your own domain, then you need to pay
for hosting. (WordPress.com offers free hosted WordPress sites;
WordPress.org allows you to download the software and install it on your own
host.)
If you want a specific look, you might need to pay for a premium theme or
hire a designer to create what you want. (There are plenty of free themes, but
these may not offer everything you need.)
If you want help, you might need to pay for customer service or a consultant
to help you out.
If you want increased functionality, you might need to pay for a premium
plugin or hire a developer to create what you want. (Again, there are plenty of
free plugins, but they may not accomplish everything you want.)
That’s the nice thing about WordPress—you only pay for what you need.
If you don’t need much, you don’t have to pay anything. But if you need more,
you can get it for the right price. There are plenty of consultants who can offer
that customer support, there are premium themes and plugins and all kinds
of help if you need it. But only if you need it. You’re not paying for something
you don’t need.

Free Is More Than Price
WordPress itself is free. But free is about more than price.
WordPress is an open source product, which means anyone can contribute
and make it better. Nobody owns it. It’s owned by the community of users. So
nobody is getting rich off of WordPress itself. Nobody can exploit the
software, raise the price, force you to upgrade or break it.
It’s a community creation that benefits the community. By using WordPress
you’re tapping into this community and getting the benefits of being part of an
open source world.
So the overall cost of WordPress is certainly low—in some cases free. You
might need to pay for some things—maybe hosting or a premium theme. But
only what you need. When we say WordPress is free, what we really mean
is liberated. You’re not shackled to some costly, archaic, closed-door system.
You’re part of a community that shares.
You should use WordPress because it offers freedom. It can set you free from
high costs, long-term commitments and unreasonable limitations.

3. Ownership
There are a lot of free website platforms out there. If you’re
building a blog or even a basic website you have plenty of choices.
But one big advantage that WordPress offers is ownership.

You can set up a presence on Twitter or build a Facebook page and have great
interactions with your audience. But you don’t own those platforms.
Facebook can change the rules on you at any time (and they have). And
suddenly that interaction with your audience is gone, or severely
compromised.
Even other platforms like Twitter, Tumblr, Blogger, Posterous and others have
the same hidden downside. Tumblr may seem like a simple and easy place to
set up shop. But you don’t own the shop. Tumblr does. That means you’re at
their mercy. That’s not a good place for your primary online presence to be.
It’s fine to use any of these other services as outposts online, but you need to
own your base of operations.
That’s what WordPress makes possible. You download the software and install
it on your own host. You own the space, you own the url, you own the
software. Nobody can pull it out from under you or change the rules. You
don’t have to worry about some new timeline being rolled out or a new
privacy issue. Nobody can change the design but you.
The web may seem like a fast moving world where nobody thinks long term,
but the web already has a lengthy history. And if you’re going to be online, you
need to be thinking longterm. Will Facebook be around in five years?
Probably, but will it still be at the height of popularity and the best place to be
for your brand? Who knows. But five years ago MySpace seemed like a great
idea.

Letting someone else own your site isn’t a risk you should take. You need to
own your base of operations online. Have all the outposts you want on
other people’s sites, but you need a home base and you need to own it.
WordPress makes that possible.

(Note: WordPress.com offers free hosted sites that you don't own.
To take advantage of full ownership, you need to use
WordPress.org and buy your own hosting.)

4. Powerful
WordPress may be easy to use, but it’s also powerful. You can do a
lot with WordPress and it gives you all kinds of control to change
all kinds of things.

Even though you’re using a simple, free program, WordPress is lightweight. It
can handle all kinds of powerful stuff, well beyond what a beginner can
handle.
That might sound overwhelming for the newbie, but never fear. WordPress
allows you to turn things off, hide them or ignore them completely. If you
don’t need the powerful features, you don’t have to be intimidated by them.
But it’s good to know they’re there.
You don’t want to start out with a basic site only to discover it can’t do
anything more than basic when you’re ready for the next step. That means
you have to start over at every next step. Taking each step is hard enough
without having to start over with a whole new platform.
But WordPress can grow with you. It can take the next step. It can take a lot
of steps. It can handle simple, basic sites and it can also handle complex sites
that require a lot of muscle. E-commerce, social networking, forums, multiple
sites, multiple blogs, galleries, videos, maps, mobile? Bring it on. WordPress
has the chops to do it all.
That’s why major organizations have turned to WordPress: CNN, Pepsi, Ford,
American Red Cross, New York Times and more.
Whether you need a little or a lot, WordPress has the muscle. And with
WordPress plugins and themes, you can add all kinds of extra functionality
that will make WordPress do even more.

5. Flexible with Themes &
Plugins
Out of the box, WordPress if a fairly straight-forward blogging and
content management system (CMS). But with plugins and themes
you can add all kinds of extra features and make WordPress do so
much more. It’s flexible.

WordPress started out as a blogging platform. But today it’s so much more
than that. It can run a standard website, whether it’s simple or complex. It can
handle e-commerce and social networking. You can use it to share photos or
videos. You can even create location-based sites using maps. The only limit is
your imagination.
Out of the box, WordPress if a fairly straight-forward blogging and content
management system (CMS). But with plugins and themes you can add all
kinds of extra features and make WordPress do so much more. It’s flexible.
That means your site can grow as you grow. You may not think you’ll ever
need an e-commerce solution, but a few years down the road who knows
what you’ll need. With WordPress, you can just add a plugin and you'll have
the functionality you need. With other solutions, you might have to start all
over and rebuild your site just to add the functionality you need.

WordPress Themes
One of the most flexible features of WordPress are themes. What is a
WordPress theme? Themes control the look and feel of the site—and the best
part? You can swap them out with the click of a button. You can change the
entire look of your site in a moment. You don’t have to rebuild or recode your
site.

And we’re not just talking colors. Themes can radically change the entire layout
of a site. It’s like changing clothes, only better. Right sidebar or left sidebar?
One, two or three column layout? A big graphic header or a slim text header
that gets straight to the content? A lengthy footer with helpful links and tips or
just a simple copyright line? A standard reverse-chronological blog homepage
or a big feature graphic with minimal text on the homepage? You can do it all
with themes.
This means when it comes time to redesign your site, you don’t have to start
from scratch. The backend system can stay the same. You can just update the
theme and give your site a new look and feel in a fraction of the time and
a fraction of the cost.
There’s also a virtually unlimited supply of themes. There are thousands of
free themes out there as well as loads of premium themes. You can also
tweak an existing theme or create your own (or hire someone else to create
one for you).

Plugins
What are WordPress plugins? While themes allow you to do just about
anything with the look and feel of the site, plugins allow you to extend the
functionality of WordPress.
If WordPress doesn’t do what you want it to do, there’s likely a plugin
that will let you do it. Plugins are bits of code that enable WordPress to do
more. There are simple plugins that will show quotes in your sidebar or show
a list of your most popular posts, and crazy complicated plugins that will turn
your site into an e-commerce shop or your own private social network.
This is the flexibility that makes WordPress so great. If it doesn’t do what you
want, you don’t have to start over with a whole new system. You can find (or
create) a plugin that will do what you want, allowing your site to grow with
you. Don’t scrap what you have just because some tiny feature isn’t there. You
can find it with plugins.

And just like with themes, there are thousands of plugins out there. There are
free plugins and premium plugins. You can easily hire a coder to build the
exact plugin you’re looking for.
This ability to add on to your software is at the core of WordPress. It’s
designed that way. Try doing that with Microsoft Word.
WordPress has the flexibility you need. And that’s pretty awesome.

6. Easy to Install
WordPress is quick and easy to install. That’s big because you
should be focusing on your content, not wresting with software.
With WordPress, that installation wrestling match is as short as
possible so you can get to back to the work you know best—your
own content.

The Famous Five-Minute Install
WordPress is famous for its five-minute installation process. That’s right—up
and running in less than five minutes. It’s that quick and easy to get things
started.
This basic installation process is quick and easy, but there are a few things
that may be intimidating for the novice user. If that’s you, WordPress offers all
kinds of installation help. There’s plenty of WordPress documentation walking
you through the process and pointing out potential hiccups.

How to Install WordPress Manually
We recently put together an ebook: How to Install WordPress Manually . This
guide walks step-by-step through the manual install process with helpful
screenshots and tips.

Note: While a manual install may take a bit longer, it does helps to
correct the security and “bloat” issues associated with using quickinstall applications provided by most hosting providers.

One-Click Installs
If you’re really not sure what you’re doing, many hosting services offer oneclick WordPress installation. They’ll do all the dirty work (if five minutes of
work can be considered “dirty”) and install it for you.

Next Steps
WordPress' super speedy install gets you the basic theme and no content.
You’ll still need to install the theme you want, customize your settings, tweak
any graphics and start adding content, so check out these WordPress tutorials
for moving beyond the installation process.

7. Features
WordPress has the features you need for your site. Let’s take a
quick look at a few worth having.

Standards compliant
This might be a head scratcher for many folks, but it’s important: WordPress is
fully compliant with WC3, The World Wide Web Consortium. Basically, this
means that WordPress follows the basic standards for code so it’s going to
work across most browsers, both today and into the future.

No rebuilding
When you make changes to your site, they appear as soon as you hit save.
Some content management systems require rebuilding your site after any
change, which makes the whole process of updating your site slow to a crawl.
WordPress lets you make the changes and move on.

User registration
WordPress offers a full-blown (but optional) user registration system, which
allows people to register to join your site. You can offer all kinds of extras to
registered users, including commenting for registered users only or posts
visible only to registered users

Contributors
You can have multiple levels of access for contributors, ensuring that some of
your coworkers can’t post content live without someone else approving it. It’s
a good way to install some checks and balances, especially if you have a team
of people posting content.

Spam protection
WordPress comes with powerful spam filters out of the box to keep your site
free of junk.

Search engine friendly
Out of the box WordPress plays nice with search engines and will help get
your content ranked as high as possible in search engine results. Search
engine optimization (SEO) is a big business, but you have a huge leg up on the
competition simply by using WordPress.
And that's just a taste of the features WordPress has to offer. Check out the
WordPress features page for a complete list.

Fully Customizable
WordPress offers a ton of built-in customization options. With a quality
WordPress theme, just about any design is possible.

8. Trust
WordPress sounds all well and good. But maybe you’re still not
sure. How do you know you can trust this free, open source
platform?

Popular
Nearly 17% of the Internet is powered by WordPress. For every 100 new
domains in the U.S., 22 are running WordPress.

Fortune 500
It’s good enough for Fortune 500 companies. WordPress showcases how
Fortune 500 companies are using the platform for various sites and blogs. In
fact, check out the WordPress Showcase for even more examples of who’s
using WordPress. You’ll find big name celebrities, major organizations and
highly successful companies.

Backing
WordPress has the support of several organizations, including the WordPress
Foundation and Automattic. The WordPress Foundation is a nonprofit
dedicated to protecting WordPress and other open source projects.
Automattic is a for-profit company founded by the same guy who started
WordPress. They continue to create open source projects and contribute to
WordPress. So there are some well-funded groups that are watching
WordPress's back.

History
First started in 2003, WordPress is a platform with a long history. It’s not some
flash-in-the-pan tech startup that won’t be here next year. It’s got staying
power.

Open source
Being open source has allowed WordPress to explode. They’ve got more
techies working on WordPress than most major software releases have. You’re
not at the mercy of some major corporation, and that’s freed WordPress to
grow and evolve as the community sees fit. The result? Much of the
competition has faded away, while WordPress has grown exponentially.

No legalese
When you download WordPress there’s no legalese or terms of use. There’s a
basic license agreement, but rather than being restrictive, it’s liberating. It’s
there to ensure WordPress remains free, not to hinder your use. That’s kind of
a change of pace from most software legalese.

Community
WordPress is its own economy. There are literally thousands of people who
make money from WordPress. These are developers and small businesses,
freelancers and designers, writers and business people who are helping
others use WordPress. It’s its own WordPress ecosystem. It’s not just one
company getting rich and benefiting, it’s this entire system. That’s a good thing
—it’s healthy, sustainable, diverse and powered by the people.
If you want to get more involved in the WordPress community, join a local
WordPress meetup or attend a WordCamp. Chances are, there's a WordPress
event near where you live.

Philosophy
WordPress has a philosophy about how they approach software, and it’s not
about appeasing the techno geeks who want more and more inane features.
WordPress works hard to be easy to use, designed for the majority and
constantly improving.

9. Do It Yourself
WordPress has a major do it yourself vibe. Not that you can’t get
help, but it’s designed and set up so you can run your site all by
yourself. That’s powerful.

When you do it yourself you’re not held hostage by anyone. You can
unleash your own creative spirit and make things happen when you want. No
more waiting. No more paying. No more explaining. Just do it the way you
want, simple and easy.
The DIY spirit is ideal for a number of reasons:
Save cash: If you’re trying to cut costs or you simply can’t afford top dollar
professionals, doing it yourself is a great way to save money.
Do it now: When you bring in other people you’re now working on their
timeline. That’s not always as fast as you want. Sometimes it’s horribly
slow. If you do it yourself you can do it on your timeline.
Better: When you do it yourself you can often create something better. It
might not be as refined as a professional’s work, but you can speak about
your own business with a passion a hired gun can never match.</li>
That do it yourself spirit is powerful. It’s what builds businesses. It’s what
drives creative people. It’s what opens the door to new things. And it’s
inherent in WordPress. You always have the option of getting help, but
you can also do it yourself. And that can be cheaper, faster and better.
That’s why you should use WordPress.

10. Love Your Website
Perhaps the best reason to use WordPress is because you can fall
in love with your website.

Fall in love with a website? What?
This may sound crazy, but hear us out. WordPress makes your website easy.
It’s simple to figure out, it’s easy to update—no more headaches. That means
you can get back to what matters to you. Instead of fighting your site, you
can do what you do. Create your content, talk about your business, do what
you love.
With WordPress the techie aspects of your site get out of the way. You don’t
have to wrestle with code. You’re not shaking your head in frustration. You’re
not lost in weird menus or wondering how something works. You don’t have
to hate your website. Working on it doesn’t have to be a chore.
Working on your website can actually be—dare I say it—fun.
That’s how it should be. Having a website shouldn’t be a dull chore, another
task to check off your list. It should be something you love. After all, if you love
creating your site, people will love visiting it. That kind of care and investment
shows and people will talk about what you’re doing.
WordPress makes it easy to fall in love with your website.

WordPress Tutorials
New to WordPress? Check out our entire library of WordPress
tutorial videos.

WordPress.com vs WordPress.org
Your WordPress Login
Exploring the WordPress Dashboard
Using the WordPress Admin Bar
Exploring WordPress Settings
WordPress Posts vs Pages
Creating a WordPress Post
Adding Links in WordPress
Adding Images in WordPress
Using the WordPress Media Library
Formatting WordPress Posts
Scheduling WordPress Posts
WordPress Categories & Tags
Creating a WordPress Page
Applying a WordPress Page Template
What are WordPress Plugins?
Installing WordPress Plugins
What is a WordPress Theme?
Using WordPress Widgets
How to Install a WordPress Theme
Creating a Custom Menu in WordPress
Managing Comments in WordPress
Creating Users in WordPress
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